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Counting Special Permutations 
EDWARD A. BERTRAM AND BASIL GORDON 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S denote a subset of the integers, and an(S) the number of permutations ofn symbols, 
all of whose cycle lengths are in S. Let d be a fixed integer ~ 2. In [1], Bolker and Gleason 
gave a direct count for an(S) when either (a) S = {md:m ~ I} or (b) S = {j:j ¥= 0 
(mod d)}. Using an explicit coding of each permutation as an n-Iong sequence of integers, 
they readily obtained a direct count in (a). However, in (b) they needed further coding and 
decoding, requiring flowcharts for explanation. Specifically, let An denote the set of all 
permutations of {l, 2, ... , n}, the cycle lengths of which are not divisible by d. Bolker and 
Gleason showed that 
where 
n n (j - BAj)), 
j~1 
if dlj 
if d,t j. 
(1) 
To prove (1), they constructed a bijection of An onto the set v" of sequences <VI' V2 , V3 , 
.. !. , vn ) of integers, with 1 ~ Vj ~ j - BAj) for eachj. Section 2 we obtain a bijection 
In: An -+ v", the description of which is perhaps somewhat simpler. It also has the advan-
tage of showing that when d,t n, the sets A~) = {n E An 1 n(n) = i}, 1 ~ i ~ n are all 
equinumerous. In Section 3 we give a recurrence relation for an = 1 An I. Then this recur-
rence relation is used to derive formula (1). 
2. BIJECTION 
The bijection f" will be constructed by induction on n. Since AI consists only of the 
permutation (1), and V; consists only of the vector <I), the map}; is obvious. Suppose 
n > 1, and that the maps jj (1 ~ j ~ n - 1) have been constructed. To facilitate the 
induction, we suppose further that if d,t jwe havejj(n) = <VI, ... , vj ), where Vj = n(j). 
In completing the induction we will deal separately with the cases where d,t nand din; but 
first we introduce some terminology which will be used in both cases. A cycle C = 
(aI' ... , av ) is called normalized if its least element is I«d - 1 )/d)v 1 places from the left 
parenthesis. (Here Ix1 denotes the smallest integer ~ x.) For example, if d = 3, V = 5 we 
have I«d - 1)/d)v1 = 110/31 = 4. Hence the cycle (12345) is not normalized; its nor-
malized form is (345 1 2). A product CI C2 ••• Ck of disjoint cycles is called normalized if 
each Ci is normalized, and the least elements of the Ci increase from left to right. (As d -+ 00 
this tends to the canonical form of permutations introduced by Bolker and Gleason.) 
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Now suppose that c = (aI' a2 ... av ) is normalized with smallest element m. If p > m 
and d,rv + 1, then the cycle (pc) = (pal(J2 ... av ) is also normalized, since 
i d - I l i d - I l ,-d- v + 1 = ,-d-(v + 1) . 
Conversely if (pc) is normalized, so is c. On the other hand, if dl v + 1, and if p, q > m, 
then the cycle (pcq) is normalized iff c is. This is because 
id-Il i d - I l 
,-d-v + 1 = ,-d-(v + 2) 
whenever dl v + 1. 
We are now ready to construct!". 
Case 1: d,r n. Suppose that n E A., and that n(n) = i. If i = n we can regard n as an 
element of An_I' Define!,,(n) = <VI" .. , Vn_I' n), where!"_I(n) = <VI' ... ,Vn_I)' 
Now supppose that n(n) = i < n. We write n in the form 
where CI = (ni .. . ), (2) 
and where C2C3 ... Ck is normalized. We define a permutation g(n) E An-I by deleting n 
from CI and then, starting from the left, transferring endpoints of the odd-numbered cycles 
c2j _I to their neighbors or to form I-cycles. This process is continued until we reach a 
permutation. 
(3) 
where c; = (i ... ) and c; ... c; is normalized. We then put g(n) = n'. 
Some examples should clarify this. 
EXAMPLE 1. d = 3, n = 7, i = 2; 
n = (72)(364 1 5). 
After removing the 7 we are left with (2) (364 1 5) which is in A 6 • Hence g(n) = (2) (364 1 5). 
EXAMPLE 2. d = 3, n = 7, i = 2; 
n = (7234)(51)(6). 
After removing the 7 we are left with (234)(51) (6). This is not in A 6 , because the first cycle 
has length 3. We therefore transfer the 4 to the next cycle, obtaining (23) (451) (6). This 
is still not in A6 since (451) has length 3. Hence we transfer the 6 to this cycle, obtaining 
(23)(4516). This is in A 6 , so g(n) = (23)(4516). The transfer process can be conveniently 
diagrammed as follows: 
n ~n 
n (7234)(51)(6). 
EXAMPLE 3. d = 3, n = 7, i = 2; 
n = (7231)(4)(65). 
Again we remove the 7, obtaining (231) (4) (65). Since the cycle (231) has length 3, its 
right-hand endpoint 1 must go elsewhere. It cannot be transferred to (4) since it would be 
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the least element of the resulting cycle (14), but not in the normalized position. Therefore 
it is simply made into a I-cycle. This gives the permutations n' = (23) (1) (4) (65), which 
has the form (3). Hence g(n) = n' . Schematically, we have 
n = (12 31)(4)(65). 
By the remarks made earlier about the cycles c, (pc) and (pcq), it is clear that the above 
transfer process does not disturb normalization. Moreover, it can certainly be carried out 
unless (i) n = CI C2 ••• Cb where k is even, (ii) the process transfers an endpoint of Ck_1 to 
Ck> and (iii) dllckl + l. This can only happen if d divides ICII - I, le21 + I, le31 - I, : .. , 
ICk_11 - I, lekl + l. But then d divides the sum of these numbers, which is n. This 
contradicts the fact that we are in Case I. 
The map g is a bijection of A~) onto An _I ' To see this we start with any permutation 
n' E An- I, write it in the form (3), and define CI = (nc;). We then transfer endpoints of the 
even-numbered cycles C2j to their neighbors or to form I-cycles until a permutation n. E A~ ) 
of the form (2) is reached. Then g- I(n') = n. The following examples should make this 
clear. 
EXAMPLE 4. d = 2, n = 9, i = 2; 
n' 
EXAMPLE 5. d = 2, n = 9, i == 5; 
n' 
(267)(4 15)(3)(8), 
(92674)(1)(538). 
(567)(412)(3)(8), 
(95674)( I )(2) (3) (8). 
Finally, if n E A~), where i < n, we definef,,(n) = <VI , . .. , Vn _I' i), wheref,, _, (g(n» = 
<VI " . . , Vn_I)' This completes the induction in Case l. We note that the property 
v1(n) = n(n) is indeed fulfilled . 
Case 2: dl n. We begin with the situation where n E A~n-') ; in other words, n(n) = n - 1. 
We write n in the form (2), where now, of course, CI == (n, n - I . .. ) we are going to 
associate to n a permutation n' == h(n) E An_I which does not fix n - l. To do this we 
remove the n from CI , transfer the left endpoint of C2 to become the right endpoint of CI ' 
and then continue the transfer process until we obtain a permutation n' E An_I of the form 
(3), where now c; == (n - I .. . ) has length> l. 
EXAMPLE 6. d = 3, n == 9; 
n (98)(75 I 3)(62)(4), 
h(n) (87)(51)(3624) . 
The important thing to note is that this time the first two arrows go to the left, and only 
then does alternation set in. Moreover, the length of the first cycle does not change, so it 
is still > 1. 
EXAMPLE 7. d == 2, n == 10; 
n (1094)(812)(745)(6), 
h( n) (94 8) (1 )(2)(74 5)(6). 
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The transfer process can certainly be carried out unless k is odd and d divides I c21 - 1, 
I c31 + 1, I c4 1 - 1, .. . , !ek I + 1. But then d divides the sum of these numbers, which is 
!e21 + Ic)1 + .. . + ICkl = n - Ic.!. Since din it follows that dl!ed , contradicting the 
definition of An . 
As in Case 1, the above process can clearly be reversed, so h is a bijection of A~n- I) onto 
An- I - A~n":-II) (i.e. onto the set of permutations of An-I which move n - 1). 
Now suppose that n E A~), where i > n. In the cycle representation of n we interchange 
i and n - 1, obtaining a permutation n E A~n - I) . We define /,,(n) = ( VI' . .. , vn_1> i ), 
where /,, - 1 (h(it» = ( VI ' .. . , vn_I ) . Now dk n - 1 so Vn_1 = h(it)(n - I). Since h(n) 
moves n - 1, we have Vn _1 - I < n - 1. And, indeed, we have now accounted for all the 
vectors ( VI' ... , vn) E v" with Vn _1 < n - 1. There remains the task of matching up the 
permutations n E A~n) with the vectors ( VI' ... , vn) E v" with Vn_1 = n - 1. To do this 
we regard n as an element of An_I , and put/,,(n) = (VI> . . . , Vn- Z , n - I , i ), where 
/,, - I(n) = ( VI,··· , vn_2 , i ). This completes the induction in Case 2. 
The construction of/" can also be thought of as follows. From the permutation n E An 
we successively derive permutations nn = n, nn_1 E An _I, nn-Z E An- 2 , ••• , n l E AI. Then 
we work backwards from n l to n to obtain the code vector (VI ' ... , vn ) of n. We give an 
example with d = 2, n = 7, n = (142)(357)(6). We write n in the form (2): 
n = n7 = (735)(2 I 4)(6), so n6 = (3)(52 I 46); 
it6 = (652 I 4)(3), so n5 = (52143); 
n5 = (52143), so n4 = (2 I 4)(3); 
n4 = (4 3 1)(2), so n) = (3 I 2); 
n) = (3 12), so nz = (1)(2); 
n2 = (2)(1), so n l = (I). 
The codes of n l , nz, ... , n7 = n are as follows: 
n l -+ ( I ), n2 -+ ( 1, I ) , n) -+ ( 1,1,1,), n4 -+ ( 1,1,1,2), 
n5 -+ (1,1,1 ,2,2) , n6 -+ ( 1,1,1,2,2,5), n n 7 -+ (1,1,1,2,2,5,3). 
3. RECURRENCE 
Let an denote the number of permutations of n symbols in which no cycle length is 
divisible by d. Clearly an = n! if I ~ n < d, and an = (n - I)!(n - 1) when n = d. 
PROPOSITION. For 2 ~ d < n w e have 
d - I (n - I)! (n - I)! 
a n = r~1 (n _ r)! a n- r + (n _ d _ I)! an_d· 
PROOF. It is well known that the exponential generating function for { a n} is given 
classically by 
00 if [ if] I an, = exp I-
n~O n. n;tO(modd) n 
(see [2] , p. 68). As before, we have (JAj) = 1 if dlJ and (JAJ) = 0 otherwise. If we let 
[)n = I - BAn) we obtain 
00 un [ 00 if] n~o an n! = exp n~1 (n - I)! [)n n! . 
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Generally, iff(u) = J:.:'=,bnu" withf(O) = 0 and ef(u) = 1 
j<n)(o) 
b =--
n n! and 
1 d(k) [ dfJ 
Ck+ 1 = (k + I)! dif ef(u) du u=o' 
Expanding the kth derivative of the product we obtain the recurrence 
1 k 
Ck + 1 = -k I L csbk_s+l(k - s + I), 
+ s=o 
Co = 1. 
Here an = n!cn and n!bn = (n - I )!bn for n ~ 1. From the recurrence for Cn we now 
obtain a recurrence for an: 
_ n-I (n - I)! _ , 
an - L ( ')' an _/}j + (n I).bn • 
j=1 n - ] . 
Note that the latter may also be obtained combinatorially by considering the number of 
j-cycles containing n when d % j, 1 ~ j ~ n. 
Using the above recurrence we now prove the one stated in the proposition. It is the latter 
which enables us to most quickly prove the original formula (l). If d = n - I , the two 
expressions for an are easily seen to be the same. For d < n - 1 we may split the sum above 
(noting that bj = I for I ~ j ~ d - I, and bd = 0) into 
d - I (n - I)! n - I (n - I)! L ( _ ')' a n _ j + L ( _ ')' an-A + (n - I)!bn • 
J = I n J. j= d+1 n J. 
But 
n-d-I (n - d - I)! 
an _ d = L ( d')' an - d-A + (n - d - I)!bn _ d j=1 n - - ] . 
and hence (since bd +j = bj ) 
(n - I)! 
(n - d - I)! an - d 
n - I (n - I)! L ( ')' an-A + (n - I)!bn j =d+1 n - ] . 
as required. o 
COMMENT. It is also possible to prove the recurrence in the proposition by a direct 
combinatorial argument, counting the number a,.n of permutations (with no cycle length 
divisible by d) in which the cycle containing n has length == r(mod d) and summing over 
r: 1 ~ r ~ d - I. We omit the details. 
COROLLARY. an = rr;=, (j - 0d(j», where 
°Aj) = {~ if d%j, if d%j. 
PROOF. For n < d both sides of the proposed equality are equal to nL We assume that 
< d ~ n and that equality holds when n is replaced by any positive integer < n. If d% n 
suppose dl n - r , 1 ~ r ~ d - l. With (n - 1)0 = I and the falling factorial (n - I)m = 
(n - I)(n - 2) . .. (n - m), the sum for an in the proposition becomes 
r n - i n-r - l 
L (n - 1);- 1 TI (j - 0ij) + (n - I), TI (j - 0ij) 
;=1 j =1 j=1 
n- d 
+ ... + (n - l)d TI (j - Oij)· 
j =1 
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The last term equals (n - d) (n - r)/(n - r - I) rr;:.· (j - (Jd(j». Also, each of the first 
r terms, (n - IL.rr;:1 (j - fJd(j», is equal to rr;:.· (j - fJd(j) and each of the middle 
d - r - I terms is equal to (n - r) /(n - r - I) rr;: .. (j - fJAj». The sum for an thus 
becomes nrr;: .. (j - fJAJ» = rr;~. (j - fJiJ» since d.(n. 
On the other hand, when dl n the last term equals (n - d). rr;: .. (j - fJAj), whereas 
each of the first d - 1 terms is equal to rr;: .. (j - fJAJ», so the sum for an becomes 
(n - I)rr;:.· (j - fJij) = rr;~ . (j - fJAj)· D 
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